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Abstract
There are at least three kinds of forces in the process of
interaction between the man and his labour tools: the
muscular force (mainly the arm force), the gravity of the
body and the gravity of the tool.
By the birth we get into the habit to manage our gravity as a
component in any action (work, art, sport and so on.).
Frequently, we don't think what kind of force is applied in,
one or another case. But every intensification of the labour
or the problem of mastery in sport, music or other kind of
creation work require to consider the forces taking part in
the process. For example if the work by the hammer, handsaw, computer keyboard are relatively simple, then the
actions by the cutter, brush and particularly by the fiddle
stick of the violin family are greatly more complicated.
This paper is devoted to the forces which are used to
extract the sound by the fiddle stick. Right now we will give
the definition of the well known concept. Two equal (by the
value) parallel forces having the opposite direction and
applied to the different points of the same body are called
the force couple. It creates the rotation moment. The idea of
the method is to consider the force couples which arises in a
natural way in this interaction and the couter force couples
with equal moments. To use the lever concept is not
comfortable in this way since it supposes the presence of
fulcrum. But we often consider the other situation.
At the first stage we consider situation without gravity.
This case may be useful in the future on the spacecraft.
Moreover, such training may assist to prevent atrophy of
the small muscles in the weightlessness.
The calculation implemented for the fiddle stick may be
easy extrapolated to the other tools. The analysis of forces

acting on the fiddle stick is given in this paper. We consider
also the more general case in presence of gravity forces.
All this considerations simplify manipulation by the
fiddle stick or by the other thing. Conclusions of this paper
may be ~eful for musicians and for many other people of
different professions which connected with the material
tools. _ _ _ _ ___ _ ______ --

- - "Hand-bow-string" system in the
weightlessness conditions.
The task of master's right arm contains two points:
!.Creation of the friction between the bow and the string
2.Bow motion on the string to give rise for oscillations, i.e.
for sound extrac_ting_ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ --- - - -- - -- --- - ---

Creation of the friction supposes the creation of the pressure
between the bodies
How to create the pressure of the bow on to the string ? This
question is not so simple and it is better to consider it in two
stages. Suppose that neither bow nor arm has weight.
(This question may become actual in the near future on the
spacecraft.) Since the bow is taken from the one end then
creation of the constant pressure onto the string by any other
point of the bow cannot have the straight influence as (say)
the pressure on the piano key.
However theoretical mechanics gives the clear explanation
to the method of the over-coming of this obstacle. Suppose
that the bow lies on the string stationary in the middle of its
length. How the pressure is created in this point ?
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Fig. 1. Reduction of the hand force (Fl) from the point A to the point B (string).
The arm applies the force towards the bow at point "A".
Below we shall consider by what point of the hand this
pressure is made. Mechanics explains: Reduction of this
force Fl at the point "B" is accompanied by a number of
actions. Two equal to Fl and opposite by the direction to
each other forces arises at point "B" . One force F2 reduced

from the point A. and the other F3 is a support (string)
reaction force equal to F2. So, besides the necessary for us
force F2 we have also two forces equal each other by value,
parallel, opposite directed and applied to the different
points. These are Fl and F3 . Such kind of forces have a
definite name "force couple" and their action consist of

creation of the rotational movement. Indeed, the pressure of
the arm put on the frosh reduces to the turning of the bow
around the point "B" and to its falling.
How to neutralize the influence of the force couple ? Only
by the force couple equal to the first couple by the value but
opposite by direction. Equality of the actions for two
couples is conditioned by the equality of the moments.
Moment of the couple is a product of one force by its
shoulder, i.e. the distance between the application points of
the couple. Thus two force couples may be equal by action
but not equal by value and by shoulder. It is important only
their product. This property present a great comfort in our
case.
In order to neutralize (balance) action of force couple Fl F3
it is sufficient to create (by the fingers of the hand) a new
force couple at the frosh area. This force couple will be
equal to the first by the moment but opposite by direction,
i.e. gives the rotation counter-clockwise. This is force
couple F4 F5 where the points of application are the points
of touching the cane of the bow by the fingers. (as a rule by
a thumb and fore finger) and the source of the force is a
rotational arm effort counterclockwise around the axis
"shoulder-hand" When the bow go right on the string then
the shoulder of the force couple Fl F3 grows. The pressure
onto the string is constant (F2). Thus the moment of this
couple grows also. Respectively the moment of the couple
F4 F5 must grow. The shoulder of this couple practically
does not change. (the area of the frosh). Consequently, the
forces of this couple must grow.

Real "hand-bow" system
Real actions of the arm with a bow may be divided into
two phases. The first - a preliminary and the second-an
active. The first phase consist of the reduction of the hand
with a bow to the equilibrium state up to the putting of the
bow onto the string and includes the definite kind of
inserting of the bow weight into the arm weight and balance
them by the muscular force of the arm.
Ability of the arm to manage subtly by its weight is well
seen in such an example.
Put the arm on the spring-balance and give it a full freedom
and softness. Its weight will turn out a natural "dead"
weight. Gradually saving the softness (more precisely the
reading on the scale) decrease its weight and then increase it
to the maximal and more according to our full force. We
shall see how easy and subtle our consciousness manages by
the arm weight transforming it to the force category.
Namely this property is used for the management by the bow
--the pressure of it onto the string.
In order to manipulate by the sound exactly and subtle it
should be excluded each involuntary bow action. If bow
weight will be spontaneously "intervene" in sound
management, then our musical intends will be distorted.
Thus there is a question how to neutralize the bow weight,
more precisely, include this weight organically in the arm
weight by which we can manage from the birth.
Figuratively speaking it is necessary to make the system
"hand-bow" and to extract the sound from the string by this
"hand-bow".
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Fig.2.Reduction of the weight bow from the point C (center of gravity) to the point 0 (hand).
The bow weight is concentrated in its center of gravity
"C". The bow lies on thumb bythe frosh. Reduce the bow
weight Fl from tl1e point C to the point 0 F2 (thumb),
where thecounteracting force F3 arises. This force together
with the force Fl forms tlle force couple which strive to turn
the bow counterclockwise. Counter couple (a little fingertllumb) F4 F5
arises to neutralize this rotation. The moments of tllese
couples equal.

Characteristi c of the forces applied to the bow
The second stage -the putting and the moving of the bow
onto the string we begin using by the inherent ability from
the birth for the management by our weight. Of course

holding the hand with the bow suspended we apply the
muscular force to hold their in this state. The force holding
tlle arm and the bow suspended is directed from tlle bottom
to the top
and the force applying for sound extraction is directed from
the top to the bottom. (Speaking about tlle bow weight and
the arm weight we need to remember that in the actions for
sound extraction participate not whole tlle system weight,
but only its component which is directed normally to the
string, the second component belongs to the oilier hand
fingers which thus participate in all hand actions.
Depending on tools (violin, controbas) and on string
disposition this component takes values from maximum to
minimum. Regulation of the resultant force is a question of
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physiology and we shall not touch it. It is important only
that the force of the hand holding the bow and the following
force making a pressure onto the bow are applied to the bow
at the frosh area in one point lying at the end of the axis
"shoulder-hand" at thumb and countervailing fingers.
The most important element of the system "hand-bow" is
a rotational axis around which the all manipulation of the
bow happen. This axis go straight from the shoulder
articulation to the frosh. Here the elbow is left aside and
plays a counterbalance role for the bow passing the effort to
the little finger. This scheme remembers a drilling tool - a
brace, where the axis go also straight from the handle to the
drill and the place of the force reduction is aside.

Fig.3

During the motion of the bow onto the string and the
sound extraction we apply the force simultaneously in three
directions: 1. The pressure onto the string at normal towards
the string. 2. The tractive force along string motion. 3. The
rotational effort of the axis "shoulder-hand" for balancing
the pressure onto the bow at the frosh area. It is clear that
only the rotational axis may participate in all three
directions of motion - two translational and one rotational.
One end of this axis is a center of bow rotation, and lies at
thumb area and counter-vailing fingers and a little beat
moves depending on directions of the axis turning.

Balancing of the bow weight
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Fig. 4 Direction of the forces applied to the bow in time of sound extracting
Action of the two forces straightly directed from one
point may be replaced by their resultant according to the
parallelogram rule. If this happen by this way or group of
muscles manages its own directions is a complicated
question. In any case the direction of the hand force under
the angle to the motion is sufficiently comfortable and
simple. However it is not worth to think about this question
excessively. The sounding itself prompts the right choice
for the direction of the force.

Sound extracting in reality
Now we try to describe the real force distribution, taking
into account the weight of the arm with a bow. Properly
speaking nothing principally changes comparatively with a
scheme one. Only the concept "the pressure on the bow

from top to bottom turn out the decreasing of our effort from
bottom to top i.e. facilitation of the muscular work. We get
accustomed to this "force composition" from our birth and it
does not present difficulties. It is important only that this
action would remain active and freedom. Naturally that for
composition of permanently changing forces there are
moments when the string effort is directed counterclockwise
and when a resultant force will be equal to zero.
It means practically that the bow pressure onto the string is
made only by the weight of the bow and the arm.. This state
much facilitates the master work and gives the necessary
rest and freedom for the hand. However it is principally
important that this freedom would not turn into the
slackness. and loss of the control under the actions.
The same situation takes place with a rotational effort of
the arm. If in the state of arm and bow suspended this effort

is directed clockwise, then during the putting of the bow
onto the string this effort is directed counterclockwise and
essentially is a decreasing of the previous effort, i.e.
facilitating of the task. Frequently these efforts turn out
equal and no rotational moment is applied to the bow. But
the hand is ready.
Since in each following moment this effort may be need
in one or another side depending
on the musical task..
Note that the numerical calculation of process dynamics
in schematic form would be no complicated. However we
consciously do not give this calculation, since the real
processes are much more complicated than the scheme and
the permanent quantity control under the all accessory and
correction actions only will hamper the execution. Criterion
of these master's actions remains the finite result - the sound
quality and the contents of music.
The task of the paper does not include the proper
methods of playing on the bow tool, but making only
attempt to show in the bow example the method of
mastering by any labour tool of the man.

These limits do not give the opportunity of more detail
deepening into the question sound extraction, stroke
techniques, passages from string to string, changing of bow
velocity and so on. Together with this the main principles
to which the author have come give a key to the solution of
different mastering tasks. These principles create the
fundament
of these actions. The rest is only the question of the work
and the time.
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